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Mercedes Lackey and Rosemary Edghill The students of Oakhurst Academy believe they
have triumphed over the Shadow Knights. But Spirit, Burke, Muirin, Loch, and Addie
know better. Under the guise of a company called Breakthrough Adventure Systems,
the Shadow Knights have actually taken over the campus. The new regime is brutal,
designed to turn the students into soldiers wielding both weapons and magic.
Anyone who protests disappears. Desperate, the group decides that Muirin should go
undercover to spy on Breakthrough. But Muirin's act is a little too good, and
Spirit begins to fear that her friend's loyalties might have truly changed.
Surrounded by enemies and friends who suddenly seem like strangers, Spirit has
decide who can--and cannot--be trusted. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Magic's Promise Mercedes Lackey 1992
Closer to Home (The Herald Spy Book 1) Mercedes Lackey 2014-10-24 Mags was once an
enslaved orphan living a harsh life in the mines, until the King's Own Herald
discovered his talent and trained him as a spy. Now a Herald in his own right, at
the newly established Heralds' Collegium, Mags has found a supportive family,
including his Companion Dallen. Although normally a Herald in his first year of
Whites would be sent off on circuit, Mags is needed close to home for his
abilities as a spy and his powerful Mindspeech gift. There is a secret,
treacherous plot within the royal court to destroy the Heralds. The situation
becomes dire after the life of Mags' mentor, King's Own Nikolas, is imperiled. His
daughter Amily is chosen as the new King's Own, a complicated and dangerous job
that is made more so by this perilous time. Can Mags and Amily save the court, the
Heralds, and the Collegium itself?
Deals with the Devil Mike Resnick 1994 A collection of stories about mortals who
exchange their souls for eternal youth, fame, love, or other irresistible
opportunities includes the writings of Jane Yolen, Mercedes Lackey, Larry Dixon,
and others. Original.
Tarma and Kethry Mercedes Lackey 2018-08-21 This omnibus of the acclaimed Vows and
Honor trilogy, set in the New York Times bestselling world of Valdemar, follows
Tarma and Kethry, swordswoman and sorceress, as they seek justice for past wrongs.
The Oathbound: Introduces Tarma--swordswoman trained by elite warriors in all
forms of deadly combat--and Kethry, former noblewoman whose magical skills were
shaped by a powerful school of sorcery. United by the Goddess and armed with a
magical sword drawing them to those in need, Tarma and Kethry swore a blood oath
to fight against evil. Oathbreakers: When Idra, leader of the Sunhawk mercenaries,
failed to return from a journey to her home kingdom of Rethwellan, Tarma and
Kethry set out in search of her. Instead they find a land shadowed by a dark
enchantment, the claim to the throne in question, and the people of Rethwellan in
terrible jeopardy. Oathblood: The sisters of sword and spell have pledged to train
others to fight for their cause, starting a school for fledgling warriors and
mages. But training turns out to be far more perilous than expected--and when two
of their students are kidnapped, Tarma and Kethry must draw upon their combined
skills to answer the call of destiny in ways they never imagined.
Winds of Fate Mercedes Lackey 1992-07-07 New York Times bestselling author
Mercedes Lackey has enchanted readers since the publication of her first novel,
Arrows of the Queen. Now she takes readers on another thrilling journey with the
first novel in her Mage Winds series... High magic had been lost to Valdemar when
he gave his life to save his kingdom from destruction by the dark sorceries. Now
it falls to Elspeth Herald, heir to the throne, to take up the challenge and seek
a mentor who will awaken her mage abilities.
Brightly Burning Mercedes Lackey 2010-12-09 Lavan Chitward is a very unhappy young
man; pulled away from his country home by his parents' ambitions and resettled in
the big city of Haven, he is desperately lonely, bullied and beaten at school,
ignored by his parents. It is not surprising that he falls ill -- but his illness
is the first manifestation of a terrible power, the Gift of the Firestorm, a power
which can and does kill. If controlled, the Gift of the Firestorm can save
Valdemar, but if it is uncontrolled, it will destroy the country -- and him.
Chosen by the Companion Kalira, brought into the ranks of the Heralds of Valdemar,
Lavan finds acceptance and hope for the first time. But war with Karse threatens
to engulf the Kingdom and only Lavan Firestorm stands between Valdemar and
destruction -- and only then if he can harness his dreadful power to his will.
Black Unicorn Terry Brooks 2009-02-19 A year had passed since Ben Holiday bought
the Magic Kingdom from the wizard Meeks, who had set a series of pitfalls against
him. Ben survived, by the aid of three loyal friends: Questor Thews, and illtrained wizard; Abernathy, a talking dog, the Court Scribe; and the lovely Willow,
who sometimes had to be a tree. Bu ben had been troubled by dreams of disaster to
his former partner, Miles Bennett. Yet when he returned to Earth, Ben found Miles
doing splendidly. Unknown to Ben, the dreams had been a trap by Meeks, who had
returned to the Magic Kingdom as a tiny insect hidden in Ben's clothing. That
first night back in Landover, Ben awoke to see Meeks gloating over him. claiming
to have the medallion that could summon the mysterious knight-protector, the
Paladin, and that he had cast a spell to witch appearances with Ben. Ben found
himself outcast, no longer recognized by any friend, though all his powerful
enemies seemed to know him. Without the medallion, he couldn't seek the help of
the Paladin against Meeks. There was only the prism cat—whatever that might be!
And where was Willow—and the mysterious black unicorn she'd set out to find?
Magic's Promise Mercedes Lackey 1990-01-02 Groundbreaking epic fantasy series in
Mercedes Lackey’s Valdemar universe • Lambda-Award winning novels with heartfelt
high adventure and magic Wild magic is taking its toll on the land. Many Heralds
and Herald-Mages have died fighting to preserve the peace. Even Vanyel, the most
powerful of the Herald-Mages is almost at the end of his strength, in need of a
respite from the dual threats of war and dark magic. But for Vanyel, there can be
no rest. Not when his Companion, Yfandes, receives a summons which can’t be
ignored—a desperate cry of a magical holocaust in the neighboring kingdom. Almost
overwhelmed by the devastations they discover there, Herald-Mage and Companion
must try to unravel this tragic mystery. Is the young Prince Tashir, a newly
Chosen Herald who can’t control his magic, responsible for the destruction? Or is
Tashir a pawn in a deeper, more deadly game—and, if so, will Vanyel be able to
find and defeat the true destroyer before this master of dark powers can strike
again?
Changing Fate Elisabeth Waters 2015-07-15 "Will attract fans of Anne McCaffrey and
Andre Norton... A sparkling addition to any fantasy collection. Four stars!" Mercedes Lackey Akila uses her wits and her shape-changing abilities to save her
brother Briam when their home is besieged. But that leaves them both on the run,
with Akila trying to keep them safe, while Briam finds more trouble to get into.

Magic's Price Mercedes Lackey 1990-07-03 Groundbreaking epic fantasy series in
Mercedes Lackey’s Valdemar universe • Lambda-Award winning novels with heartfelt
high adventure and magic Valdemar—the once-peaceful kingdom protected by the magic
of its Herald-Mages—is now besieged on all fronts. The king lies near death, the
neighboring land of Karse wages a relentless war against Valdemar, and the forces
led by a master of dark forbidden magic are massing to strike the final
devastating blow against the kingdom. And Vanyel, the most powerful Herald-Mage
Valdemar has even known, has become the primary target of the evil which is
reaching out to poison all the land. With all his fellow mages slain, Vanyel alone
remains to defend his people against the dark master’s army. Yet a dream vision
has revealed to Vayel the fate which awaits should he and his Companion Yfandes
take up the dark master’s challenge. And if either Vanyel or Yfandes falters, the
dream will become a horrifying reality in which both Valdemar and its last HeraldMage must pay the ultimate price.
Owlflight Mercedes Lackey 1998-10-01 Apprenticed to a venerable wizard when his
hunter and trapper parents disappear into the forest never to be seen again,
Darian is difficult and strong willed--much to the dismay of his kindly master.
But a sudden twist of fate will change his life forever, when the ransacking of
his village forces him to flee into the great mystical forest. It is here in the
dark forest that he meets his destiny, as the terrifying and mysterious Hawkpeople
lead him on the path to maturity. Now they must lead the assault on his besieged
home in a desperate attempt to save his people from certain death!
Storm Rising Mercedes Lackey 1996-10-01 In Storm Rising, mysterious mage-storms
are wreaking havoc on Valdemar, Karse, and all the kingdoms of the West, plaguing
these lands not only with disastrous earthquakes, monsoons, and ice storms, but
also with venomous magical constructs - terrifying creatures out of nightmare.
Both Valdemar's Heralds and Karse's Sunpriests struggle to marshal their combined
magical resources to protect their realms from these devastating, spell-fueled
onslaughts. But as the situation becomes bleaker and bleaker, the still fragile
alliance between these long-hostile lands begins to fray. And unless Valdemar and
Karse can locate and destroy the creator of the storms, they may see their entire
world demolished in a final magical holocaust.
Kliatt Young Adult Paperback Book Guide 1993
Storm Breaking Mercedes Lackey 1997-10-01 As Storm Breaking opens, the western
allies, led by Karal, Karsite Sunpriest and delegate to the Valdemaran Court, and
the Adepts Firesong and An'desha, have traveled deep into the Dorisha Plains to
locate the ancient ruins of the Tower of Urtho, Mage of Silence, creator of the
gryphons. Legend has it that below the Tower, deeply buried beneath the plains, is
Urtho's Vault, hidden stronghold of some of the most powerful magical weapons ever
devised - weapons that Urtho himself felt were too dangerous to use. With the help
of the Shin'a'in plainsmen, they have successfully excavated this ancient arsenal,
and risked their lives triggering one of these antique but potent tools of death
to unleash a monstrous burst of mage-energy. With this explosion of magical power,
Karal, Firesong, and their companions have temporarily counteracted the everincreasing waves of the mage storms. But they know that this desperate action will
not save them - they have bought themselves precious time, but are still far from
a permanent solution. They know now that the mage storms are an "echo" through
time of the prehistoric Cataclysm which destroyed Urtho's Tower, created the vast
and barren Dorisha Plains, and permanently warped their world more than two
thousand years ago. And they also know that if they don't find a way to banish
these magical vibrations they will culminate in another Cataclysm - this time
destroying their world for good. But the Vault is not the only thing buried for
centuries below the Dorisha Plains, and camped in the ruins of what once was the
workplace of the most ingenious mage their world has ever known, the desperate
allies soon come to realize that their solution may lie beneath the dust at their
feet. The saving of their world just might be accomplished by the work of a man
who has been dead for millennia!
Storm Warning Mercedes Lackey 1995-09-01 With her phenomenal Mage Winds trilogy,
bestselling author Mercedes Lackey captivated fans across the country. Now in the
first volume of the series sequel, she continues the same storyline, returning
readers to a war-torn Valdemar in preparation to confront an ancient Eastern
Empire--ruled by a monarch whose magical tactics by be beyond any sorcery known to
the western kingdoms.
The Black Gryphon Mercedes Lackey 1995-01-01 It is an age when Valdemar is yet
unfounded, its organization of Heralds yet unformed, and magic is still a wild and
uncontrolled force. Skandranon Rashkae is perhaps the finest specimen of his race,
with gleaming ebony feathers, majestic wingspan, keen magesight and sharp
intelligence. Courageous, bold, and crafty, Skan is everything a gryphon should
be. He is the fulfillment of everything that the Mage of Silence, the human
sorcerer called Urtho, intended to achieve when he created these magical beings to
be his champions, the defenders of his realm--a verdant plain long coveted by the
evil mage Maar. Now Maar is once again advancing on Urtho's Keep, this time with a
huge force spearheaded by magical constructs of his own--cruel birds of prey ready
to perform any evil their creator may demand of them. And when one of Urtho's
Seers wakes from a horrifying vision in which she sees a devastating magical
weapon being placed in the hands of Maar's common soldiers, Skandrannon is sent to
spy across enemy lines, cloaked in the protective of Urtho's powerful Spell of
Silence.
Born to Run Mercedes Lackey 1992 Three runaways become unwitting pawns in a deadly
war between the good elves, whose interests lie in stock car racing, and the bad
elves, who have gotten into kiddie porno rings and snuff films
Arrows of the Queen Mercedes Lackey 1987-03-03 Follows the adventures of Talia as
she trains to become a Herald of Valdemar in the first book in the classic epic
fantasy Arrows trilogy Chosen by the Companion Rolan, a mystical horse-like being
with powers beyond imagining, Talia, once a runaway, has now become a trainee
Herald, destined to become one of the Queen’s own elite guard. For Talia has
certain awakening talents of the mind that only a Companion like Rolan can truly
sense. But as Talia struggles to master her unique abilities, time is running out.
For conspiracy is brewing in Valdemar, a deadly treason that could destroy Queen
and kingdom. Opposed by unknown enemies capable of both diabolical magic and
treacherous assassination, the Queen must turn to Talia and the Heralds for aid in
protecting the realm and insuring the future of the Queen’s heir, a child already
in danger of becoming bespelled by the Queen’s own foes.
Shadow Grail #3: Sacrifices Mercedes Lackey 2013-04-02 Sacrifices, the third book
in the Shadow Grail series by the New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors
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mystics to guard the forbidden knowledge. Jehovah to watch over them all...
Generations later, the armed space cruiser Jehovah still looms over the planet
Samaria, programmed to unleash its arsenal if peace is not sustained. Bu tan age
of corruption has come to the land, threatening that peace and placing the
Samarians in grave danger. Their only hope lies in the crowning of a new
Archangel. The oracles have chosen for this honour the angel named Gabriel and
further decreed that he must first wed a mortal woman named Rachel. It is his
destiny and hers. And Gabriel is certain that she will greet the news of her
betrothal with enthusiasm and a devotion to duty equal to his own. Rachel,
however, has other ideas...
Winds of Change Mercedes Lackey 1993-08-01 In The Mage Winds trilogy, which began
with the best-selling novel, Winds of Fate, author Mercedes Lackey continues the
epic that started with her first published book, Arrows of the Queen introduced
readers to the remarkable land of Valdemar, the kingdom protected by its Heralds-men and women gifted with extraordinary mind powers--aided and served by their
mysterious Companions--horselike beings who know the many secrets of Valdemar's
magical heritage. None but the Companions remember the long-ago age when high
magic was lost to Valdemar as the last Herald-Mage gave his life to protect his
kingdom from destruction by dark sorceries. But now the protective barrier set so
long ago over Valdemar is crumbling, and with the realm imperiled by the dark
magic of Ancar of Hardorn, Princess Elspeth, Herald and heir to the throne, has
gone on a desperate quest in search of a mentor who can teach her to wield her
fledgling mage-powers and help her to defend her threatened kingdom.
By the Sword Mercedes Lackey 1991-02-05 Granddaughter of the sorceress Kethry,
daughter of a noble house, Kerowyn had been forced to run the family keep since
her mother's untimely death. Yet now at last her brother was preparing to wed, and
when his bride became the lady of the keep, Kerowyn could return to her true
enjoyments - training horses and hunting. But all Kerowyn's hopes and plans were
shattered when her anscestral home was attacked, her father slain, her brother
wounded, and his fiancee kidnapped. Drive by desperation and the knowledge that a
scorcerer had led the journey which would prove but he first step on the road to
the fulfillment of her destiny.
Beyond Mercedes Lackey 2021-06-15 The long-awaited founding of Valdemar comes to
life in this new series from a New York Times bestselling author and beloved
fantasist. Within the Eastern Empire, Duke Kordas Valdemar rules a tiny, bucolic
Duchy that focuses mostly on horse breeding. Anticipating the day when the
Empire’s exploitative and militant leaders would not be content to leave them
alone, Korda’s father set out to gather magicians in the hopes of one day finding
a way to escape and protect the people of the Duchy from tyranny. Kordas has lived
his life looking over his shoulder. The signs in the Empire are increasingly dire.
Under the direction of the Emperor, mages have begun to harness the power of dark
magics, including blood magic, the powers of the Abyssal Planes, and the binding
and "milking" of Elemental creatures. But then one of the Duchy’s mages has a
breakthrough. There is a way to place a Gate at a distance so far from the Empire
that it is unlikely the Emperor can find or follow them as they evacuate everyone
that is willing to leave. But time is running out, and Kordas has been summoned to
the Emperor's Court. Can his reputation as a country bumpkin and his acting skills
buy him and his people the time they need to flee? Or will the Emperor lose
patience, invade to strip Valdemar of everything of worth, and send its
conscripted people into the front lines of the Imperial wars?
Redoubt Mercedes Lackey 2012-10-02 Life at the Heralds' Collegium in Haven has
definitely improved for Mags. He's even become something of a hero since risking
his own life to rescue Amily--daughter of Nikolas, the King's Own Herald--from
Karsite kidnappers. But Mags still doesn't know who his parents were, and Bear,
Mags' Trainee friend, was not one to let him forget: "You gotta deal with your
past Mags, you have to. If you don't, it'll just keep coming back to haunt you,
and one day it'll do something to you that you can't get out of." Mags began his
special training as Nikolas' undercover partner and future spy for the crown.
Disguised, they work at night in one of the seedier parts of Haven, where Nikolas
had set up a false identity as a pawnbroker and fence. Mags poses as his deaf-mute
nephew, covertly watching and listening from behind the desk. He was especially
good at the trait that had kept him alive as a child laborer in the gem mine-ferreting out hidden motives. Now Mags has graduated to a new role: Nikolas'
partner and information broker. Mags channels his old cunning self from the mines
and discovers that he's quite good at his new job. So good, in fact, that Nikolas
decides to let him open the shop alone one hot, summer night. Mags has barely
unlocked the shop when everything goes black in a blinding flash of pain. He wakes
with an agonizing headache, bound, blindfolded, in a conveyance of some kind. But
worst of all, he's head-blind. No Mindspeech--he can't even sense Dallen. And if
he can't sense or hear Dallen, then no one can sense him. And if no one can sense
him, no one can come to his rescue.
The Last Herald-Mage (A Valdemar Omnibus) Mercedes Lackey 2017-03-07 Vanyel has
been born with near-legendary abilities that, if left untrained, may prove a
menace not only to Vanyel but to others as well. So he is sent to his aunt, Savil,
one of the fame Herald-Mages of Valdemar. Soon he will become the focus of
frightening forces and raw magic. And by the time Savil seeks the assistance of a
Shin’a’in Adept, Vanyel’s wild talent may have already grown beyond anyone’s
ability to contain, placing Valdemar in desperate peril.
Sanctuary Mercedes Lackey 2006-05-02 In the third novel of the best-selling Dragon
Jousters series, The Altan serf Vetch has escaped the enemy kingdom of Tia, only
to find his homeland, Alta, enslaved by the evil Priest-Kings. With a small band
of followers, Vetch must gather a secret army of dragon riders to rid their world
of war and magical domination once and for all.
The Complete Arrows Trilogy Mercedes Lackey 2015-08-04 Together for the first time
in a single volume, The Complete Arrows Trilogy is the adventure that launched
Valdemar, Mercedes Lackey’s expansive fantasy realm beloved by generations of
readers. Talia, once a runaway, is Chosen by the Companion Rolan, a mystical
horse-like being with powers beyond imagining. She becomes one of the great
Heralds of Valdemar, a protector of the realm, and a member of the Queen’s Own
elite guard. Over the course of Talia’s adventures, she struggles to master her
unique magical abilities, while protecting her queen, the heir to the throne, and
the kingdom itself. She battles against diabolical magic, treacherous
assassination plots, dangerous unrest, and traitors to her fellow Heralds.
Winds of Fury Mercedes Lackey 1994 Princess Elspeth the Herald and her partner,
Tayledras adept Darkwind, return to Valdemar to confront the evil that is
threatening her homeland.
The Oathbound Mercedes Lackey 1988 Tarma, the only survivor of her clan's
genocide, and Kethry, a fugitive from a forced marriage, swear a blood oath to use
their own magical powers and that of a magical sword to avenge the wrongs done to
womankind
Winds of Fury Mercedes Lackey 1993 In the epic conclusion of the Mage Winds
trilogy, Princess Elspeth the Herald and her partner, Tayledras adept Darkwind,
return to Valdemar to confront the evil that is threatening her homeland.

When he is chosen as year-king in the city of Diadem, Akila struggles to save his
life, finding help in the most unexpected places.
Magic's Pawn Mercedes Lackey 1989-06-06 Groundbreaking epic fantasy series in
Mercedes Lackey’s Valdemar universe • Lambda-Award winning novels with heartfelt
high adventure and magic Though Vanyel has been born with near-legendary abilities
to work both Herald and Mage magic, he wasn’t no part in such things. Nor does he
seek a warrior’s path, wishing instead to become a Bard. Yet such talent as his,
if left untrained, may prove a menace not only to Vanyel but to others as well. So
he is sent to be fostered with his aunt, Savil, one of the fame Herald-Mages of
Valdemar. But, strong-willed and self-centered, Vanyel is a challenge which even
Savil cannot master alone. For soon he will become the focus of frightening
forces, lending his raw magic to a spell that unleashes terrifying wyr-hunters on
the land. And by the time Savil seeks the assistance of a Shin’a’in Adept,
Vanyel’s wild talent may have already grown beyond anyone’s ability to contain,
placing Vanyel, Savil, and Valdemar itself in desperate peril.
To be Continued Merle Jacob 2000 Main entries by author, then series. Title and
subject index also included.
The Black Swan Mercedes Lackey 2000-05-01 After his wife's untimely death, a
powerful sorcerer dedicates his life to seeking revenge against all womankind. He
turns his captives into beautiful swans--who briefly regain human form by the
fleeting light of the moon. Only Odette, noblest of the enchanted flock, has the
courage to confront her captor. But can she gain the allies she needs to free
herself and the other swan-maidens from their magical slavery?A monumental tale of
loyalty and betrayal, of magic good and evil, of love both carnal and pure, and of
the duality of human nature, The Black Swan is a rich tapestry which is sure to
become an all-time masterpiece of fantasy.
Winds of Fury Mercedes Lackey 1994-08-01 Book Three of The Mage Winds trilogy. No
longer the willful novice of Winds of Fate, Princess Herald Elspeth has completed
her magical training. She returns to her homeland with her beloved partner
Darkwind. Will they be strong enough to confront the magical evil that is
threatening their land?
Intrigues Mercedes Lackey 2011 Mags, a telepathic herald, comes under suspicion by
foreign operatives, prompting him to investigate who his parents really were and
what his connection is to these mysterious spies, so that he can prove his loyalty
to the king before he is banished as atraitor.
Arrow's Fall Mercedes Lackey 1988-01-05 Follows the adventures of Talia as she
travels the land as a Herald of Valdemar in the third book in the classic epic
fantasy Arrows trilogy With Elspeth, the heir to the throne of Valdemar, come of
marriageable age, Talia, the Queen’s Own Herald returns to court to find Queen and
heir beset by diplomatic intrigue as various forces vie for control of Elspeth’s
future. But just as Talia is about to uncover the traitor behind all these
intrigues, she is sent off on a mission to the neighboring kingdom, chosen by the
Queento investigate the worth of a marriage proposal from Prince Ancar. And, to
her horror, Talia soon discovers there is far more going on at Prince Ancar’s
court than just preparation for a hoped-for royal wedding. For a different magic
than that of the Heralds is loose in Ancar’s realm—an evil and ancient sorcery
that may destroy all of Valdemar unless Talia can send warning to her Queen in
time!
The Will of the Empress Tamora Pierce 2010-02-01 Sandry, Daja, Briar, and Tris,
are older now and back together again, in an exciting and much-awaited, standalone novel by everyone's favorite mage, Tamora Pierce. For years the Empress of
Namorn has pressed her young cousin, Lady Sandrilene fa Toren, to visit her vast
lands within the Empire's borders. Sandry has avoided the invitation for as long
as it was possible. Now Sandry has agreed to pay that overdue visit. Sandry's
uncle promises guards to accompany her. But they're hardly a group of warriors!
They're her old friends from Winding Circle: Daja, Tris, and Briar. Sandry hardly
knows them now. They've grown up and grown apart. Sandry isn't sure they'll ever
find their old connection again - or if she even wants them to. When they arrive
at the pala
Mastiff Tamora Pierce 2011-10-25 A New York Times bestseller from the fantasy
author who is legend herself: TAMORA PIERCE. In the final book in the Beka Cooper
Trilogy, Beka uses her unique magic and street smarts to crack the case that will
change an empire! The more secret the Hunt, the more dangerous the mission.
Sometimes a distraction arrives at just the right time. After suffering a terrible
loss, Beka is grateful when Lord Gershom calls on her with a top-secret Hunt. He
informs Beka that she and her scent hound, Achoo, are the best team for the job,
but he won't tell her anything else. And when the pair is joined by a wide-eyed
young mage who seems too green to be on a case of such importance, it becomes
clear that threats lurk around every corner. Soon they are wading deep into a
world of power, corruption, and betrayal that threatens the Tortall royal family.
Beka must decide whom she can trust with her country's future . . . and her life.
The Beka Cooper Trilogy introduces an amazing young woman who is the ancestor to
one of Tamora Pierce's most popular characters: George Cooper. Here, Pierce gives
fans exactly what they want--a smart, savvy heroine making a name for herself on
the mean streets of Tortall's Lower City--while offering plenty to appeal to new
readers as well! "Tamora Pierce's books shaped me not only as a young writer but
also as a young woman. She is a pillar, an icon, and an inspiration. Cracking open
one of her marvelous novels always feels like coming home." --SARAH J. MAAS, #1
New York Times bestselling author "Tamora Pierce didn't just blaze a trail. Her
heroines cut a swath through the fantasy world with wit, strength, and savvy. Her
stories still lead the vanguard today. Pierce is the real lioness, and we're all
just running to keep pace." --LEIGH BARDUGO, #1 New York Times bestselling author
Shatterglass Tamora Pierce 2008 Tris is one of the most powerful mages ever born:
her lightning magic flows through her veins and her bones. When a series of brutal
crimes break the fragile peace of Tharios, Tris is angry that the city fathers do
not seem to care. But she knows she has to keep hold of her magic - she can't let
anger take her over ...
Owlknight Larry Dixon 2010-12-16 Following on from OWLFLIGHT and OWLSIGHT, Our
Hero Darian has just passed the tests to become Master Mage of the Vale. He's been
made a Knight of Valdemar and a Clanbrother. But a new Herald-Mage is arriving in
k'Valdemar, and he's bringing with him his new protégé: Shandi, the Healer's
sister, who has won her Whites in less than three years and is back looking for
adventure . . . The OWLFLIGHT saga is set in the same wonderfully imagined fantasy
world as Lackey's previous trilogies and is a story of 'local boy and girl make
good against all odds'. The books are packed full of magic, talking horses, hawks,
gryphons, lizards and other mythical races, with strong characterisation and a
plot that really moves along. Like the previous books, this is lavishly
illustrated with Larry Dixon's evocative character portraits.
Archangel Sharon Shinn 2016-12-22 And so it came to pass... Through science, faith
and force of will, the Harmonics carved out for themselves a society they
perceived as perfect. Diverse peoples held together by respect for each other and
the prospect of swift punishment if their laws were disobeyed. Fertile land that
embraced a variety of climates and seasons. Angels to guard the mortals and
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